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Abstract. To efficiently make use of the temperature information in near-infrared (NIR) spectra, a 
new hybrid algorithm named as WP-WNPLS is proposed to improve the prediction ability of partial 
least square (PLS) based regression model. In WP-WNPLS, the discrete wavelet packet transform 
(DWPT) was firstly applied to decompose the 3-D NIR spectra into a series of frequency components. 
In each frequency component, a sub-model was obtained through using N-way PLS (NPLS) 
regression. Then, the weighted strategy was employed to take the advantage of multi-scale properties, 
and all the sub-models were mixed together to build the final weighted-prediction model. To validate 
the WP-WNPLS algorithm, it was applied to measure the fat concentration of milk using NIR spectra 
at different temperatures. The experimental results showed that the prediction ability of model 
obtained was superior to that obtained using conventional PLS algorithm, and the root mean square 
error of prediction can improve by up to 18.1%, indicating that it is a promising tool for NIR spectra 
regression model development.  

Introduction 
In the past years, near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy has become a very useful analytical tool in the 

measurement of the composition of analyte mixture because of its rapidity and simplicity [1]. To 
efficiently use NIR technique, the multivariate model becomes the key problem. Thus, an appropriate 
calibration model is a matter of primary importance for analysis of unknown samples using NIR 
spectroscopy. However, the prediction results are sensitive to the variation of external conditions 
such as temperature, pressure and so on. Therefore, most of the existing NIR-based calibration 
models can not meet the requirements of practical application [2]. As well known to us, the 
temperature is the most important factor during measurement. The condition of temperature can 
change not only the absorbency, but also the waveform of spectra [3]. If the sample containing large 
amount of water, the variation of temperature can lead to the nonlinear variation of absorption in the 
second overtone of O-H bond [4]. Thus, it is very important to develop the calibration method for 
analyzing the sample at different temperatures. To solve this problem, the temperature can be taken as 
a parameter for inputting, but the dimension of NIR spectra becomes higher. In this paper, a novel 
hybrid algorithm named as WP-WNPLS is proposed for taking advantage of multi-scale properties of 
3-D NIR spectra and useful information in temperature dimension during the process of analysis 
model construction. Experimental results show that the WP-WNPLS algorithm can effectively 
improve the model precision in 3-D NIR spectra analysis. 

Principle and Method 

N-way Partial Least Squares (NPLS) Algorithm 
Assume X is a m×n×l data matrix with m samples (first order), n measurements in the second order 

and l measurements in the third order. In addition, assume Y is the m×p concentration matrix with p 
calibration properties in m samples. NPLS [5] algorithm is the high dimensional version of PLS. In 
this paper, the emphasis is on the 3-D space. The method of applying NPLS algorithm to 3-D space 
can be described as: 
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Step1. Unfold X as a two dimensional matrix X2 ( m n l× ⋅ ). The element of X2 can be arranged as 
2( , , ) ( , ( 1) )X i j k X i j n k= − × +                                                                                                         (1) 

Step2. Perform centralization algorithm on X2, and then fold it according to (11) to obtain the 
centered matrix Xcenter. 

Step3. Let u be equal to a column of Y. 
Step4. Let f (latent variable) be equal to 1. 
Step5. Compute matrix Z as 
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=
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Perform SVD decomposition on Z as ( , ) ( )J K
f fw w SVD Z= . 

Step6. Calculate the vector H as 
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Step7. Calculate vector qf as 
/ ( )T T T T

fq Y H Y H Y H= ⋅                                                                                                            (4) 
Renew vector u as fu Y q= ⋅ . If vector u is not convergent, algorithm switches to Step5. 

Step8. Calculate vector bf as 1( )T T
fb H H H u−= . 

Step9. Renew Xcenter and Y as 
( ,:,:) ( ,:,:) ( ,1) ( )J K T

center center fX i X i H i w w= − ⋅ ⋅                                                                                   (5) 
T

f f fY Y H b q= − ⋅ ⋅                                                                                                                           (6) 
where Xcenter(i,:,:) denotes the two dimensional matrix with the first order index equaling to i. Let 
variable f increase by one, and the algorithm continues from Step5 until the proper description of Y is 
obtained. 

WP-WNPLS Algorithm 
The aim of WP-WNPLS (wavelet packet transform-weighted n-way partial least squares) is that 

multi-scale properties of NIR spectra will effectively identify and encode more aspects of the 
relationship between independent and dependent variables, which can take the advantage of reducing 
dependence on the entire spectra to obtain prediction precision and stability by processing every 
frequency component for information extraction. Here, each frequency component can generate a 
sub-model, and the prediction model can be built based on the combination of the sub-models. 
WPNOSC-NPLS algorithm consists of two parts: the calibration procedure and the prediction 
procedure. The calibration procedure can be described as: 

Step1. Unfold the spectra of calibration set (X) according to (1), and perform discrete wavelet 
packet transform (DWPT) algorithm [6] by L levels, getting 2L frequency components. Then fold 
these components to get a series of matrix {Xn}( m n l× ⋅ ) with the form of X using the inverse of (1). 

Step2. Perform NPLS algorithm on each matrix in {Xn}, getting the optimum { }nf  and saving all 

{ },f nH , { },f nb  and { },f nq . 
Step3. Calculate the error of each sub-model in DWPT domain as 
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The weighted value of each sub-model for further improving precision is defined as 
12
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To predict unknown samples with spectra Xun, the prediction procedure can be described as: 
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Step4. Perform unfolding, DWPT decomposition and folding operations on Xun, obtaining the 
corresponding matrix set { }un

nX . 
Step5. Using the vectors qf,i , Hf,i,, bf,i and di computed in Step2 and Step3, the prediction values of 

unknown samples can be obtained through the weighted model as 
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Experiments 
Homogenized milk samples were supplied by Tianjin University of Science & Technology. 

Concentrations of fat were determined by Rose-Gottlied method. A total of 120 samples were split 
into two sets, one used as calibration set including 80 samples and the other with 40 samples used as 
validation set. NIR transmission spectra (1100nm to 2300nm) were collected by a Spectrum GX 
FT-IR Spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer, USA), operating at 2nm resolution. With the help of temperature 
controller, the spectra at 25℃, 30℃, 35℃ and 40℃ were collected. Therefore, the dimensions of 
spectra matrix is 120×600×4. All algorithms were performed in Matlab V2010b (MathWorks). 
DWPT algorithm was achieved using the wavelet toolbox for Matlab with the ‘db4’ mother wavelet 
for 9 levels. The program of NPLS was developed by the N-way toolbox for Matlab. Performances of 
the developed models were evaluated by the squared correction coefficient (R2), the root mean square 
error of calibration (RMSEC) and the root mean error of prediction (RMSEP). 

Results and Discussions 

Effect of Single Dimension on the Calibration models 
According to most of liquid samples, the optical parameters vary significantly with the variation of 

temperature. Consequently, the collected spectra of the same sample at different temperatures are 
also different from each other. In other words, the spectra sets at different temperatures contain the 
specified information about the tempperature, and the useful information related to analyte also may 
be located at differnet wave lengths. If the prediction model of one temperature is applied to predict 
the sample with spectra of another temperature, the prediction precision has to be deteriorated. To the 
contrary, if all the information at differnet temperatures can be appropriately inputed to the prediction 
model, the prediction result should have more precision and stability. To study the effect of 
temperature on prediction models, the prediction results of fat concentration using the spectra of 
different temperatures based on the PLS regression are presented in Table I. 

Table I. Prediction results using different PLS models 
Prediction Models LVs RMSEP of Fat Content (%) 

PLS-using 25℃ spectra 8 0.149 
PLS-using 30℃ spectra 8 0.144 
PLS-using 35℃ spectra 7 0.159 
PLS-using 40℃ spectra 7 0.119 

NPLS 9 0.127 

From Table I, it can be seen that the calibration models of different temperatures had different 
precision. The PLS model at 40℃ can achieve the best results. This is probably because that the fat 
becomes liquid when the temperature of milk is more than 37℃, leading to the weaker scattering 
effect during measurement. 

The Prediction Result of WP-WNPLS 
As for WP-WNPLS algorithm in this paper, the 3D spectra matrix including information of 

wavelength and temperature were used as the input data. After frequency components computed by 
the DWPT algorithm, the prediction model for fat concentration can be constructed by the weighted 
NPLS algorithm. To further investigate the prediction ability of the models, the combination of NPLS, 
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Unfold-PLS and weighted strategy were tested, and the best RMSEP for validation set are illustrated 
in Table II. 

Table I. Prediction results using different PLS models 
Prediction Models LVs RMSEP of Fat Content (%) 

Unfold-PLS 9 0.162 
Weighted-Unfold-PLS 8 0.143 

Weighted-NPLS 7 0.118 
WP-WNPLS 6-9 0.104 

In N-way models, the 3D matrix is not simply viewed as the set of 2D matrix because the 
relationships of the 2D matrix are introduced during modeling. Thus, compared with Table I, it was 
clear that the high dimensional model can improve the prediction ability of PLS models. Also, the 
results of NPLS are better than these of unfold-PLS. Furthermore, it can be seen that the weighted 
strategy in wavelet domain can effectively make use of the multi-scale property of spectra, leading to 
precision improvement. Therefore, the WP-WNPLS-based model can achieve the best results. 

Conclusions 
In this paper, a new algorithm named as WP-WNPLS is proposed to develop the multivariate 
regression model using 3-D NIR spectra. In this algorithm, the weight strategy was applied to 
improve the performance of conventional NPLS algorithm. Through the decomposition by DWPT, a 
satisfied weighted-based model was developed for predicting the analyte in milk sample. 
Experimental results show that the WP-WNPLS algorithm can significantly improve the prediction 
ability of the NPLS-based model, indicating that we must pay more attention to the multi-scale 
property of NIR spectra during model construction. 
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